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Who we are (essence) impacts 
how we live (ethics), and how we live 

impacts who we are.
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Being gay is no longer what I’m 
attracted to, what I desire, or what I do

—it’s who I am.
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Sexuality should not be 
who we are, but how we are.
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We cannot properly understand 
human sexuality unless we begin 

with theological anthropology.
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Theological Anthropology
I. Rebukes the arrogant condemners 
II. Avoids a common, incorrect diagnosis 
III.Affirms repentance, rejects sinful acts 

and desires 
IV.Answers the born gay question
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Sex, Gender, 
Norms, Roles
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Sex
An objective, binary 

classification

3

Are we “sexual” 
beings

or “sexed” beings?
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What about intersex?

Anomalies do not 
nullify categories
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Gender
(modern definition) 

subjective self-perception 
of being male or female
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Our culture now values 
altering the objective, physical 

reality of our bodies to 
accommodate the subjective 

impression of ourselves
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Norms
Masculinity and femininity are 

behavioral characteristics 
associated with being male or 

female (often cultural)
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Callings
Manhood and womanhood, 

biblical distinctions of 
being equal and distinct
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God intends for the 
woman to complement 

and not duplicate the man
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So God created man in his own 
image,   

in the image of God he created 
him;   

male and female he created 
them.
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Sex is first and foremost a 
spiritual and ontological reality 

created by God

Psychology usurps biology; 
what I feel becomes who I am
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Transgenderism is not exclusively a 
battle for what is male and female, but 
rather a battle for what’s true and real

Sola experientia (“experience 
alone”) has won out over sola 
Scriptura (“Scripture alone”)
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We cannot properly 
understand gender identity 

without beginning with 
theological anthropology—

we’re created in the image of 
God and we’re also fallen
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unChristian by David Kinnaman
Perceptions: ages 16 – 29 Outsiders Church

Judgmental 87% 52%

Hypocritical 85% 47%

Old-fashioned 78% 36%

Too involved with politics 75% 50%

Out of touch with reality 72% 32%

Insensitive to others 70% 29%

Boring 68% 27%

Not accepting of other faiths 64% 39%
Confusing 61% 44%

Anti-homosexual 91% 80%

Christian Response
I. Convicted 

A.Same-sex sexual behavior is not the worst sin 
B.Our sin is just as odious

yuan2.us/cr (notes)

Christian Response
II.Consistent 

A.Regarding relationships 
i. Singleness is a gift (1 Corinthians 7) 

B.Regarding sexuality 
i. Holy Sexuality 

C.Regarding Change 
i. Change is not the absence of temptations, but change 

is the ability to be holy even in the midst of 
temptations

yuan2.us/cr (notes)

Christian Response
III.Compassionate 

A.Expect this is present here 
B.Know your position 
C.Assurance of friendship 
D.Zero-tolerance on bullying, stop gay jokes 

yuan2.us/cr (notes)

Christian Response
IV.Complete 

A.Focus on Truth 
i. Such were some of you; but you were washed, but you 

were sanctified, but you were justified in the name of the 
Lord Jesus Christ and in the Spirit of our God. (1 Cor. 6:11) 

B.Be Redemptive 
C.Christian with Homosexual Feelings 

i. Thank them 
ii.Not alone

yuan2.us/cr (notes)

Christian Response
IV.Complete 

C.Christian with Homosexual Feelings 
iii.Identity in Christ 
iv.Be realistic 
v.Don’t focus so much on externals 
vi.Deepen and strengthen bonds within the “spiritual 

family”

yuan2.us/cr (notes)

Christian Response
IV.Complete 

D.LGBT Friends 
i. Do Not… 

a.Compare to addiction, pedophilia, murder, etc. 
b.Say “lifestyle” or “choice” 
c. Say “Love the sinner hate the sin” 
d.Debate (aka “defend the truth”). There’s a time for 

truth when their heart is open.

yuan2.us/cr (notes)

Christian Response
IV.Complete 

D.LGBT Friends 
ii.Do… 

a.Pray 
b.Listen 
c. Be Intentional 
d.Be Patient and Persistent 
e.Be Transparent

yuan2.us/cr (notes)
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http://yuan2.us/nn

Notes for Nature or Nurture
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Etiology of Homosexuality
I. Studies on Biology

A. Twin Studies
1. Bailey and Pillard (1991)

a. 52% of identical twin (MZ), 22% fraternal (DZ)
b. Not 100%
c. Biased applicant pool

2. Bailey, Dunne and Martin (2000)
a. 30% of identical twins were both gay
b. Not replicated

http://yuan2.us/nn
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Etiology of Homosexuality
I. Studies on Biology

A. Twin Studies
3. Bearman and Bruckner (2002)

a. 6.7% of identical twins were both gay
4. Långström, Rahman, Carlström, 

Lichtenstein (2008)
a. The largest twin study of same-sex sexual 

behavior attempted so far - 3,826 pairs
b. Male: Genetics 34%-39%, Shared 

Environment 0%, Individual-Specific 
Environment 61%-66%

http://yuan2.us/nn
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Etiology of Homosexuality
I. Studies on Biology

A. Twin Studies
4. Långström, et al. (2008)

c. Female: Genetic 18%-19%, Shared 
Environment 16%-17%, Individual-Specific 
Environment 64%-66%

d. “Although wide confidence intervals suggest 
cautious interpretation, the results are 
consistent with moderate, primarily genetic, 
familial effects, and moderate to large effects of 
the nonshared environment (social and 
biological) on same-sex sexual behavior.”

http://yuan2.us/nn
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Etiology of Homosexuality
I. Studies on Biology

A. Twin Studies
4. Långström, et al. (2008)

e. 95% Confidence Interval: Genetics 0%-59%, 
Shared Environment 0%-46%, Individual-
Specific Envt 41%-85%

f. Males: 7/71 MZ (10%) and 3/53 DZ (6%)
Females: 26/214 MZ (12%) and 13/140 DZ 
(9%) ever had any same-sex partner

g. Conclusion - Both environment and genetics 
play roles

http://yuan2.us/nn
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Etiology of Homosexuality
I. Studies on Biology

B. Brain Structure
1. Simon LeVay (1991)

a. The hypothalamus is believed to play a role in 
the regulation of sexual behavior in animals

b. 41 cadavers: 19 gay men - all died of AIDS, 16 
(presumed) heterosexual men - 6 died AIDS, 6 
(presumed) heterosexual women - 1 died of 
AIDS

c. Studied neurons group size in hypothalamus, 
INAH1, INAH2, INAH3 and INAH4

http://yuan2.us/nn
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Etiology of Homosexuality
I. Studies on Biology

B. Brain Structure
1. Simon LeVay (1991)

d. He found that the INAH3 group of neurons 
appeared to be twice as big in (presumed) 
heterosexual male group as in the gay male 
group

2. Byne, Tobet, Mattiace, et al. (2001)
a. Could not replicate

http://yuan2.us/nn
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Etiology of Homosexuality
I. Studies on Biology

B. Brain Structure
3. LeVay’s conclusion

a. “It’s important to stress what I didn’t find. I did 
not prove that homosexuality is genetic, or find 
a genetic cause for being gay. I didn’t show 
that gay men are born that way, the most 
common mistake people make in interpreting 
my work. Nor did I locate a gay center in the 
brain...Since I look at adult brains, we don’t 
know if the differences I found were there at 
birth or if they appeared later.”

http://yuan2.us/nn
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Etiology of Homosexuality
I. Studies on Biology

C. Chromosomes
1. Hamer, Hu, Magnuson, Hu, Pattatucci 

(1993)
a. Studied 76 gay brothers and their families
b. Hamer noted that gay men had more gay 

relatives on the maternal side of the family - so 
he studied X chromosomes of gay men

c. Found that 83% of gay men had similar alleles 
in the distal region of Xq28

http://yuan2.us/nn
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Etiology of Homosexuality
I. Studies on Biology

C. Chromosomes
1. Hamer, Hu, Magnuson, Hu, Pattatucci 

(1993)
d. This was popularly (but inaccurately) dubbed 

the “gay gene” by media (Time Magazine)
e. Hamer himself (who was gay) clarified 

“environmental factors play a role. There is not 
a single master gene that makes people gay...I 
don’t think we will ever be able to predict who 
will be gay.”

http://yuan2.us/nn
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Etiology of Homosexuality
I. Studies on Biology

C. Chromosomes
2. Bailey et al. (1999)

a. Could not replicate
3. McKnight and Malcolm (2000)

a. Could not replicate

http://yuan2.us/nn
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Etiology of Homosexuality
II.Studies on Environment

A. Twin Studies
1. Långström, et al.( 2008) showed 

moderate to large effects of non-shared 
environmental factors which influenced 
same-sex sexual behavior

http://yuan2.us/nn
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Etiology of Homosexuality
II.Studies on Environment

B. Familial Factors
1. Jonas (1944); West (1959); Bieber et al. (1962); 

Brown (1963); Braatan and Darling (1965); Evans 
(1969); Snortum (1969); Biggio (1973); Siegelman 
(1974); Socarides (1978); Bell, Weinberg and 
Parks (1981); Millic and Crowne (1986); Nicolosi 
(1991); Phelan (1993); Seutter and Rovers (2004)

2. Kendler, Thornton, Gilman, Kessler 
(2000) studied American twins and 
showed that familial factors influence 
sexual orientation

http://yuan2.us/nn
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Etiology of Homosexuality
II.Studies on Environment

B. Familial Factors
3. Lung and Shu (2007) studied 275 men 

in Taiwanese military and concluded 
“paternal protection and maternal care 
were determined to be the main 
vulnerability factors in the development 
of homosexual males.”

C. Childhood gender non-conformity, 
Urban vs. Rural

http://yuan2.us/nn
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Etiology of Homosexuality
III.Reflections on Research

A. Biology
1. Biological factors ≠ born gay (innate)
2. Not born gay? What about choice?
3. No empirical, objective test for 

homosexuality

http://yuan2.us/nn
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Etiology of Homosexuality
III.Reflections on Research

B. Environment
1. Confusing correlation with causation
2. Causation is when one factor or multiple 

factors bring about something being 
studied - cause and effect

3. Correlation is when there is some type of 
relationship between two variables
a. Could be causal, effectual, indirect, coincidental
b. Correlation does not necessarily mean 

causation
http://yuan2.us/nn
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Etiology of Homosexuality
IV.Biblical Anthropology

A. Psa 51:5 - All born with a sinful nature
B. Genetics could influence sin
C. Example: Alcoholism

1. “Genetic factors appear to play a 
significant role in alcoholism and may 
account for about half of the total risk for 
alcoholism,” but “other factors usually 
come into play, including biology, 
genetics, culture, and psychology”

http://yuan2.us/nn
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Etiology of Homosexuality
IV.Biblical Anthropology

D. Biology doesn’t make something 
morally permissible or determinative

E. Homosexuality has multiple 
components, influences or factors—
including biological and environmental

http://yuan2.us/nn
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Etiology of Homosexuality
V.Nature and Nurture

“Some people believe that sexual 
orientation is innate and fixed; 

however, sexual orientation develops 
across a person’s lifetime.”

                                          American Psychiatric Association

http://yuan2.us/nn
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Etiology of Homosexuality
V.Nature and Nurture

“There is no consensus among scientists about 
the exact reasons that an individual develops a 
heterosexual, bisexual, gay, or lesbian 
orientation. Although much research has 
examined the possible genetic, hormonal, 
developmental, social, and cultural influences on 
sexual orientation, no findings have emerged 
that permit scientists to conclude that sexual 
orientation is determined by any particular factor 
or factors. Many think that nature and nurture 
both play complex roles.”

American Psychological Associationhttp://yuan2.us/nn
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Etiology of Homosexuality
V.Nature and Nurture

“Sexual orientation probably is not determined by 
any one factor but by a combination of genetic, 
hormonal, and environmental influences.”
American Academy of Pediatrics

“No one knows what causes heterosexuality, 
homosexuality, or bisexuality…there is a renewed 
interest in searching for biological etiologies for 
homosexuality. However, to date there are no 
replicated scientific studies supporting any specific 
biological etiology for homosexuality.”
Association of Gay and Lesbian Psychiatrics

http://yuan2.us/nn
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Etiology of Homosexuality
V.Nature and Nurture

“It is more likely there are several genes that 
interact with nongenetic factors, including 
psychological and social influences, to determine 
sexual orientation.” Dr. Alan Sanders, Northwestern University

“As much as people like to divide themselves into 
nature or nurture camps, what genes actually do 
in the brain reflects the interaction between 
hereditary and environmental information.”
Dr. Gene Robinson, Dir. of Neuroscience Program at University of 
Illinois

http://yuan2.us/nn
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More info at
www.christopheryuan.com
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